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A Corrigendum on

Soft robotics in wearable and implantable medical applications:
translational challenges and future outlooks

by Paternò L and Lorenzon L (2023). Front. Robot. AI 10:1075634. doi:
10.3389/frobt.2023.1075634

In the published article, there was an error in the Funding statement.
“A funding agency was missing. The original text is: This work was promoted by INAIL,

the Italian National Institute for Insurance against Work-related Injuries (non-commercial
entity), within the PR19-PAI-P2-MOTU++ (Protesi robotica di arto inferiore con smart
socket ed interfaccia bidirezionale per amputati di arto inferiore: personalizzazionemediante
human-in-the-loop optimization) project framework (www.santannapisa.it/en/institute/
biorobotics/motu)”.

The correct Funding statement appears below.

Funding

This work was promoted by INAIL, the Italian National Institute for Insurance against
Work-related Injuries (non-commercial entity), within the PR19-PAI-P2-MOTU++ (Protesi
robotica di arto inferiore con smart socket ed interfaccia bidirezionale per amputati di arto
inferiore: personalizzazione mediante human-in-the-loop optimization) project framework
(www.santannapisa.it/en/institute/biorobotics/motu). In addition, this project has received
funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program under
grant agreement no. 767195.

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific
conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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